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VREC-Z810SH

Front 3" LCD

4K  
(3840 x 2160 p) 

2K  
(2848 x 1600 p) 

Full HD  
(1920 x 1080 p)

✓ 24/7 (1) ✓ 139° Optional(4)
Stop & Go                                                                                     

FCWS(5)                                                                  
LDWS(6)

х х
Sony’s CMOS 
sensor with 
STARVIS™ 

technology

VREC-Z710SH

Front 2" LCD Full HD                                                                        
(1920 x 1080 p) х 24/7 (1) ✓ 160° Optional(4) х х х

Sony’s CMOS 
sensor with 
STARVIS™ 

technology

VREC-H310SH

Front 3" LCD Full HD                                                                        
(1920 x 1080 p) х 24/7 (1) ✓ 139° Optional(4) FCWS(5)                                                                  

LDWS(6) х х
Sony’s CMOS 
sensor with 
STARVIS™ 

technology

VREC-DH300D

Front  
& Rear 3" LCD WQHD                                                                         

(2560 x 1440 p) х  х Optional (3) Front: 135°                                                  
Rear: 128° Included х х х

Sony’s CMOS 
sensor with 
STARVIS™ 

technology

VREC-150MD

Front  
& Rear

6.7" LCD 
Touchscreen 

Front: Full HD 
(1920 x 1080 p) 

Rear: HD  
(1280 x 720 p)

х х х

Front: 
Horizontal 118°, 

Vertical 60°, 
Diagonal 150°                                          

Rear:  
Horizontal 105°, 

Vertical 60°, 
Diagonal 120°

Included х ✓ х CMOS sensor 

VREC-DH200

Front х Full HD                                                                        
(1920 x 1080 p) х х х 130°                                                  х х х ✓ CMOS sensor 

VREC-170RS

Front 3" LCD Full HD                                                                        
(1920 x 1080 p) х ✓ (2) х 139°                                                  х FCWS(5)                                                                  

LDWS(6) х х CMOS sensor 

VREC-130RS

Front 2" LCD Full HD                                                                        
(1920 x 1080 p) х х х 132° х х х х CMOS sensor 

N
EW

N
EW

N
EW

(1) Hard Wire kit included in the box. 
(2) Utilising the internal built-in battery, when DashCamera detects movement caused by vibration, it will automatically start to record an event for a fixed period of time. 
(3) An optional accessory RD-HWK200 (sold separately) is required.
(4) Optional rear camera ND-RC1 sold separately. 
(5) Front Collision Warning System (FCWS). 
(6) Lane Departure Warning System (LDWS). 
(7) Optional AD-PLF100 accessory required, sold separately.
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Assistance Systems (ADAS) features in this product is not a substitute for driver awareness and is not for preventing accidents. The system alerts are to be used as a guidance only. It is the user’s 
responsibility in compliance with all applicable laws and ordinance. Pioneer is not liable for any damage, due to installation other than described, or use of the product. Pioneer does take 
responsibility whatsoever for any damage or losses incurred as a result. For full details, please refer to the product Owner’s Manual.
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